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tional interest, especially so of the construction and functions of the
human body. Any work taking up a subject in as thorough and able
a manner as Drs. Gouid and Pyle have done in this instance will
certainly meet with the heartiest support froin the profession, &s
there muet be an exceepingly small percentage of men who style
themselves physicians who will not take as keen interest in study-
ing the ahnormalities of the human structure as they will in the
treatnent of disease. The book commences in chapter I. by tak-
ing up genetic anomalies, obstetrie anomalies, followed by a most
interesting chapter on anomalies of stature, size and development.
The author then takes up in several chapters surgical anomalies;
after which anonalous skin, nervous and mental diseases are dis-
cussed. The book is well illustrated, and will be found of peculiar
interest to the practitioner.

The Physician'a AU-Requiite Time and Labor-Saving Account
Book. Designed by WILLIAM A. SEIBERT, M.D., of Easton, Pa.
Philadelphia and London: The F. A. Davis Co., Publishers.
1893. Toronto: A. P. Watts & Co., College Street.

There have been placed upon the market in past years quite a
number of physicians' account books, some possessing a certain
amount of merit. The great fault with the majority, however, has
been thét practitioners could not depend upon them as being accept-
able in a court of law as proof of an account. Dr. Seibert's " All-
Requisite Time and Labor-Saving Account Book " has this great
advantage in that it has been tested in this respect, and not found
wanting. This when known will be more than sufficient to sell the
book, as too many good accounts have been lost in the past by
doctors owing to this very fault. It is sufficient to say for this
book that the eritire account appears on one page, so that it only
requires a glance to see just how Mr. or Mrs. or Miss So.and-So
stand financially with their attendant physician. The book is
on very good paper, and is so bound that no amount of wear can
damage it.

E. B. TREAT, publisher, New York, bas in press for issuance early
in 1897, the " International Medical Annual," being the fifteenth
yearly issue of that well-known one-volume reference work. The
prospectus shows that the volume will be the result of the labors of
upwards of forty physicians and surgeons, of international reputa-
tior, and will present the world's progress in medical science.


